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Anomaly Detection and Classification of Household
Electricity Data: A Time Window and Multilayer

Hierarchical Network Approach
Qiang Zhao, Zheng Chang, Senior Member, IEEE, Geyong Min, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—With the increasing popularity of the smart grid,
huge volumes of data are gathered from numerous sensors.
How to classify, store, and analyze massive datasets to facilitate
the development of the smart grid has recently attracted much
attention. In particular, with the popularity of household smart
meters and electricity monitoring sensors, a large amount of data
can be obtained to analyze household electricity usage so as to
better diagnose the leakage and theft behaviors, identify man-
made tampering and data fraud, and detect powerline loss. In
this paper, the time window method is first proposed to obtain
the features and potential periodicity of household electricity
data. Combining the denoising ability of the autoencoder and
the induction ability of the feedforward neural network, a
multilayer hierarchical network (MLHN) is then established to
detect anomalies in single sensor data and classify multiple groups
of sensor data, respectively. The experimental results show that
the accuracy of detecting abnormal data and data classification
is significantly improved compared with the presented scheme.

Index Terms—household electricity, multilayer hierarchical
network, autoencoder, feedforward network, anomaly detection,
classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and State-of-the-art

With the rapid development and wide deployment of In-
ternet of Things (IoT) devices, the smart grid emerged as a
novel power grid platform to replace the traditional power
management system. In the smart grid, both computing and
communication technologies are synchronized to analyze real-
time grid data to realize strengthened grid management [1].
Thus, the success of the smart grid highly relies on the
obtained data and data analytic capability. Consequently, ab-
normal data and information attacks can be harmful for the
implementation of smart grid applications. Typical abnormal
data in the power grid include data fraud, electricity stealing
data, damage information, and virus. The abnormal data lead
the smart grid to make fault decisions that not only cause huge
economic losses but also become a risk factor that can collapse
the whole power grid, leading to large-scale blackouts and
other serious consequences. To prevent the damages caused
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by abnormal data, there are mainly different methods [2],
among which, machine learning- and neural network (NN)-
based schemes are of particular interests due to their low cost
and high detection accuracy.

Through analyzing the data obtained from different meters,
the smart grid can be better managed. In particular, the
successful management of household electricity data is closely
related to everyone’s life. On the one hand, if the electricity
consumption habits of users in the whole region are accurately
analyzed, the power supply demand of the power grid can
be accordingly adjusted [3]. On the other hand, if the data
obtained from various electrical appliances of a single user
is analyzed, the power consumption level of users can be
predicted, and regulation and energy conservation can be
carried out [4]. Therefore, it is important to develop the
data analytic schemes to accurately analyze the electricity
consumption situation in each household and optimize the
electricity expenditure of each household and the whole power
grid [5].

To identify the abnormal data, a variety of data anomaly
detection methods has been applied for household appliances.
The authors of [6] use data autocorrelation and clustering
methods to determine data anomaly. The present scheme
uses autocorrelation coefficients, partial autocorrelation coef-
ficients, and quantity autocorrelations to calculate the auto-
correlation in time series data and then cluster and identify
data anomaly. In [7], the authors investigate the time window
method and change the observation interval of the time series
data to detect whether abnormal information is apparent in the
time window. By combining the time domain and frequency
domain features of the time series data, an anomaly detection
method is presented under a support vector machine (SVM)
classifier in [8]. The authors utilize the autoencoder to cluster
the smart grid data and propose a corresponding scheme to
predict the electricity consumption in [9]. In [10], a Bayesian-
based method that is proposed to classify data from household
appliances shows that by performing electrical appliance clas-
sification and abnormal data classification, the accuracy rate
of data detection can be greatly improved.

In recent years, with the rapid development of neural
network (NN) technology, a large number of NN-base schemes
have been applied to the analysis of power grid data [11].
The existing stable NN models mainly include multilayer
perception (MLP), the recurrent neural network (RNN), the
convolution neural network (CNN), the autoencoder and gen-
erative adversarial networks (GAN) [12]. An improved artifi-
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cial neural network (ANN) method is proposed in [13], which
uses the optimization algorithm to improve the accuracy, and
the performance is better than that achieved by the SVM.
Due to the fact that the MLP model may lead to an increase
in training complexity and a decrease in network induction
ability [14], the CNN has been recently applied, which can
use raw data (which means the unprocessed data is obtained
directly from the sensor, and statistical calculation processing
and other feature extraction methods are not needed) as the
input and the convolution operation to extract data features.
In [15], the authors utilize the image processing method to
process the data obtained in the smart grid and combine
routing information, meter recording, and node observation
data together as input for training. Because of its short-term
memory ability, the RNN network has unique advantages
in processing time series data; the long short-term memory
(LSTM) model is a particularly successful application in
natural language processing [16]. The LSTM RNN network
is also applied to analyze the power consumption data in [17]
to forecast the electric load of a single energy user.

The purpose of different NN methods is to learn the
potential rules from a large number of data samples and then
realize the recognition and analysis of unknown samples by
constantly correcting the weights in the network. There are two
main methods to use data samples. This is the first method to
directly use the raw data for data input, such as the CNN
and the RNN. The convolution operation of the CNN only
focuses on the relationship among local data, so it is difficult
to find a variety of different periodic rules in smart grid data
[15], and the RNN is difficult to deal with smart grid data
without obvious context characteristics [16]. It is difficult to
directly apply deep learning methods for data that do not
have obvious periodicity and context. Previous researchers
have tried to adjust the arrangement of energy consumption
data and reorganize it in a fixed period [20]. However, it is
not easy to observe other periodic rules by fixing the data
period. There are also others have used the RNN method
after compressing data to reduce the impact of short-term data
fluctuation [24]. Clearly, directly using a large amount of raw
data gathered from household appliances for training is not
only computationally infeasible but also time-consuming. In
addition, ignoring the internal relations of raw data or using a
simple network model to find internal relations can reduce the
accuracy of detection and classification processes. Therefore,
it is necessary to preprocess the data by data cleaning, data
selection, and migration, or data mining, to extract a series of
features for next-step training.

Another way of data processing is to use the data after
feature extraction, such as the SVM or back propagation.
Based on the analysis of the energy consumption data in this
study, the data itself has periodicity, while other abnormal data,
such as electricity stealing information, have little regularity.
Previous authors have used statistical methods to extract the
feature of electricity data from both time and frequency
domains and to facilitate the anomaly detection process [6]
[10]. To find more potential relationships and reconstruct one-
dimensional time series data into a two-dimensional sample
data set, a time window method is introduced, which utilizes

the periodicity of data, samples the data periodically, and
organizes them into two dimensions. Then these data can be
used in NN training and various machine learning methods
[25]. However, the time window method only reconstructs
one-dimensional time series data into a group of sample data
with the same feature dimension. Further mining the potential
relationship between features is still needed. Although deep
neural network (DNN) can be used [5], it is obvious that
convolution and an automatic induction ability can not directly
apply to time window features.

To make better use of the features extracted by the time
window method, a multilayer hierarchical network (MLHN)
is proposed. Different from NN’s automatic mining of data
relations and from machine learning methods that directly use
features for learning, the MLHN can group the features of
samples according to the correlation degree. In this structure,
the sample features can be divided into multiple groups
for learning, and the important features can be repeatedly
introduced into different groups, and then the proportion of
output in the aggregated results can be adjusted according to
the importance of each group. Finally, the aggregated results
are used for classification and filtering tasks. Compared with
the previous NN methods, the MLHN has higher flexibility and
can adjust the number and type of module network used in the
hierarchical structure according to the feature grouping and
classification tasks. The MLHN also has better adaptability,
which makes good use of the induction of the feedforward
network and the filtering ability of the autoencoder, so it can
be used for other machine learning tasks. The MLHN also has
good expansibility and its modular structure enables it to be
combined at will; It can even be integrated with the CNN.

In this paper, the MLHN is proposed to cooperate with
the time window method. But this kind of hierarchical net-
work can also be used in many other fields. For example,
in network intrusion detection, some researchers have used
clustering to group features and then input the grouped features
into a hierarchical network [26]. In the analysis of financial
data, some scholars have examined group learning and re-
aggregating extracted features [27]. In the data analysis of the
smart grid, this idea of a hierarchical network has also been
used in many aspects, such as short-term load estimation [28]
and energy consumption mode analysis [29].

B. Contribution
In this paper, the anomaly detection and classification

problem for the household electricity data are concentrated.
A new time series data feature extraction algorithm is in-
troduced in this paper to find the periodic features of the
raw data. In addition, the multilayer hierarchical network
is proposed, which uses the autoencoder and feedforward
network for training. Accordingly, the classification of data
obtained by multiple meters is implemented, and the abnormal
data detection and early warning capability (e.g. whether the
corresponding electrical appliance is normal or damaged) can
be realized. The major contribution of this paper can be
summarized as follows:
• A new time series data feature extraction algorithm

is introduced in this paper, in which one-dimensional
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Fig. 1: Detecting household electricity data

time series data are transformed into a group of two-
dimensional data with periodic features. This set of two-
dimensional data and the corresponding electricity meter
label are used as the input samples of NN.

• The MLHN, which uses the autoencoder and feedforward
network for training is proposed. The feedforward net-
work is used to explore the potential relation between
single window features, and the autoencoder is utilized
to filter the noise among the input samples. The classifica-
tion of data obtained by multiple meters is implemented
and the abnormal data detection and early warning capa-
bility (e.g. whether the corresponding electrical appliance
is normal or damaged) can be realized.

• Extensive simulation studies are conducted. Through ap-
plying the proposed scheme to the real and high volume
data set, the advantages of the proposed detection and
classification scheme can be observed. Compared to the
existing methods, the classification accuracy has been
significantly improved.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Examples of different types of abnormal household elec-
tricity data are shown in Figure 1. These types of anomalies
include smart meters failure (from equipment aging, equip-
ment downtime, equipment replacement, etc), abnormal data
caused by changing circuit or tampering with smart meter, and
abnormal transmission data caused by line failure (e.g. line
aging and private connections). In view of these abnormal data,
multiple meters are used to monitor and collect information
from different household appliances, and then a server, such
as an edge computing node, can analyze the abnormal data
through analyzing long-term statistics. Analytic or machine
learning technologies such as the MLHN in this work can be
applied to analyze and identify abnormal data and data that
has possibly been tampered with, find the source of anomaly
through classification and warn about possible electricity theft
and damage.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Time Window

The raw household electricity data that are obtained from
the smart meters may be from one day or of one-year duration.

Therefore, it is necessary to set a reasonable time window for
further data processing. The time window is the maximum
length of time that data can be read after the start time is deter-
mined, and the observation results are attenuated according to
the sequence in which the time window appears. For example,
a week’s worth of household electricity data are obtained from
the meters, and the size of the time window can be set to
one day. Then each window will only observe the data within
one day after the start time. The time window is continuously
moved for reading, and all the previously obtained window
data are multiplied by the attenuation coefficient. Finally, an
extracted feature sequence is obtained. Obviously, the time
window has two main characteristics: the window size and
the moving step length of the window.

To find the possible periodic nature of household electricity
data, different sizes of time windows can be used to control
the size of the observation period. If one year of electricity
data is available, then the time window could be set to 7
days (week), 30 days (month), or 90 days (quarter) and so
on. Then, the features of multiple groups of observation data
can be obtained and compared. According to the length of
the data, the size of the time windows can be flexibly set to
attain more potential regular features from the data. The fixed
window can only observe the data relation within and between
windows, and the moving window can compare the periodic
features of the whole time series. Thus, a reasonable setting
of the moving distance of the window not only improves the
probability of discovering periodic laws but also reduces the
raw data scale and the number of calculations. A group of
windows with different sizes are synchronously moved by a
set of distances, and then the data relations are compared
among those windows. This set of moving distances can
further improve the coverage of observation and increase the
possibility of discovering periodic laws. If the size of the
window is one day, the moving step can be set to minutes
or hours so that the sampling results at different starting times
can be observed and the integrity of data can be ensured.

1) Statistical features in single window: To better represent
the data in a time window and reduce the size of data for
further analysis, statistical features are used to represent the
observed data. Once the window size is set, the time series
data in a selected time window can be expressed as X =
{x1, x2, x3, ..., xn}, and (1) can be applied to calculate the
features of regularity and difference within this window. The
mean value µ and mode m are used as the regularity features,
and the standard deviation σ and coefficient of variation ξ
represent the difference features. Then, µ is the mean value of
the observed data in the time window, which is used to reflect
the general situation of electricity usage in this time period.
Also, m highlights the most common data in the time window
to reflect the most common electricity usage during the period,
and σ represents the fluctuation of data in this time window,
which reflects the change of electricity usage. The coefficient
of variation ξ indicates the intensity of data fluctuation, which
shows the abnormal electricity usage during the period. In
particular, µ = 0 means the electricity data is not obtained,
and its coefficient of variation is ξ = 0. Finally, the observed
data X of a single window is counted as w = {µ, σ,m, ξ}.
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µ =

∑n
i=1 xi

n

m = µ− 3(µ− x(n/2)+x(n/2+1)

2 )

σ =

√∑n
i=1(xi−µ)2

n

ξ = σ/µ

(1)

2) The difference between different windows: In addition to
the statistical features of a single window, with the change of
window size and the movement of window, multiple windows
exist and the relations between windows should be analyzed.
To clearly describe the regular changes of data between time
windows, the characteristic distance S, characteristic deviation
R, similarity degree C, and correlation coefficient P are also
presented to describe the relationship between windows, as
shown in (2). Sij represents the overall degree of deviation
between two windows, and Rij is the fluctuation deviation
between two windows. Cij represents the overall approxi-
mation of two sets of window data, and Pij represents the
degree of similarity between the fluctuations of two windows.
In particular, when the mean value of the two sets of data is
zero, then µi = µj = 0, and Cij =

µiRij

2µi
=

Rij

2 . When
the mean value is not zero, but the variance is zero, then
Pij =

Sij

µi+µj
. When the mean and variance are both zero,

thenCij = 0 and Pij = 1. Finally, the relations between two
windows is counted as r = {S,R,C, P}, where

Sij =
√
µ2
i + µ2

j

Rij =
√
σ2
i + σ2

j

Cij =
SijRij

µi+µj

Pij =
Cij

σi+σj

(2)

3) Window selection and feature extraction: The data ob-
tained from the meters are continuous time series data, and
the defined statistical features shown in Table I can be used
to extract them. The selection of window size should be as
different as possible to ensure the comprehensiveness of the
data observation. In addition, the set standard window size
should be appropriate with a practical period. For example,
if the data obtained are from one meter for a whole year,
then the window can observe the data according to the size of
the week, month, and quarter so that it will be easier to find
meaningful features. In this way, a group of window data can
be obtained by observing a whole year of data at a certain
time as W = {wday, wweek, wmonth, wquarter}.

As for the moving distance, generally, when the window
moving distance is shorter, the periodicity of observed data
can be better observed at the cost of bigger data volume.
When the window moving distance is long, less attention is
paid to the periodic laws of the data. Therefore, the moving
distance can be gradually changed as the window moves. In
this paper, the minimum window size is chosen as the initial
moving distance, and then the moving distance is increased to
get different window data. For example, if the minimum time
window is one day, then a group of windows can be obtained
by moving the steps for the day (7 times), week (4 times), or
half month (2 times), and the differences between the original
window and these moving windows are calculated. Finally,

Type Statistic Notation

Single window

Mean µ
Std. σ
Mode m
C. V. ξ

Between windows

Magnitude S
Radius R
Approx. Covariance C
Correlation Coefficient P

TABLE I: Statistical features based on time window segmen-
tation

the complete features corresponding to the initial samples are
F = {W0,W1, rW01 ...,W7, rW07 ,W15, rW015 ,W30, rW030}.

In addition, by changing the start time of the time window,
different features (F) can be obtained. In this paper, the
starting points are selected with a fixed step interval, and then
a set of features {Fi} with the same dimension is obtained.
To be used as the input feature of the neural network model,
the corresponding dimension is numerically standardized. The
data are standardized by using the Z-score (standard deviation
standardization) method here, and the final calculation is as
shown as follows:

F ′i (j) = (Fi(j)−mean(
n∑
i

Fi(j)))/std(

n∑
i

Fi(j)). (3)

B. Multilayer hierarchical network

The traditional neural network takes all the features as the
input data of the input layer, sets different numbers of hidden
layers, and obtains the results from the output layer. Through
the feedback and learning process, the optimal solution is
finally obtained. Such a network model is simple and easy
to understand. However, when all the features are taken into
the same model without any difference, the relations among
the features induced by training are unstable, the convergence
ability of the network is poor, and the classification efficiency
is low [22]. The CNN can be trained to investigate the relations
among the input features, but it brings a high amount of
computation, and the best parameters of the network model
are difficult to set, which means it is hard to apply to real-
time data classification. Therefore, the MLHN is applied here
by using the data denoising ability of the autoencoder and
the feature induction ability of the feedforward network. First,
the features are input into different feedforward networks by
groups to observe the intra-relations, and then all the outputs
are used as the input of an autoencoder for anomaly detection
or passed to another feedforward network for classification.
After several inductions and transmission, the data can be used
to obtain stable convergence results.

1) Feature encoder: A feature encoder is used to process
the features of input data. Two types of feature encoders are
used in this paper; one is a feedforward network for feature
induction (Fig. 2a), and the other is the autoencoder for feature
denoising (Fig. 2b). After inputting the characteristic data into
the feedforward network, the network is iteratively induced
by the loss between the output and the expectation. The
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(a) autoencoder (b) feedforward

Fig. 2: Two types of feature encoders

hidden layer of the feedforward network can be multilayer,
and the number of neurons in the hidden layer is usually larger
than the number of neurons in the input and output layers.
In this case, the relation of different features can be better
extracted. The autoencoder reduces the noise of the data by
continuously training the input data. The number of neurons
of the input layer is the same as that of the output layer, and
only one hidden layer is in between. The number of neurons
in the hidden layer is less than that in the input layer. The
autoencoder iterates through the loss between the output data
and the input data to reconstruct the features.

To achieve the data classification and abnormal information
filtering through the obtained featured data, it is necessary
to use two feature encoders to build a multilayer hierarchical
network model. In this model, multiple feedforward networks
are set based on the relation between the time window featured
data, and further induction is carried out for the summarized
results. Based on the autoencoder, the root mean square error
(RMSE) is set as the loss function to make the distance be-
tween input and output closer. Through continuously training
the data, a stable RMSE interval can be obtained, which can
be used to detect abnormal data.

In particular, the number of neurons of the hidden layer
of the autoencoder is set to be half of that of the input layer,
while the number of neurons in the feedforward network is set
to be 2 times of that of the input layer. For the autoencoder,
the number of neurons of output layer is the same as that of
the input layer, but the number of neurons in the output layer
of the feedforward network should be set according to the
proportion of each network. As shown in Figure 2, n neurons
are in the input layer, and o neurons can be used after throwing
k neurons in the hidden layer.

2) Feature recombination for encoder: The electricity data
are collected from different meters, and the monitoring targets
of different meters are not the same. It is necessary to detect
whether the data has been tampered with; meanwhile, it is of
interest to decompose the data to discern the occurrence time
of electric larceny or other attacks. However, the information
directly obtained from the meters is time series data, and this
kind of data is difficult for further classification. To train and
learn the data using the MLHN , it is necessary to first extract
and label the data. Then, a set of two-dimensional data with the
same number of features and labels is reconstructed according

Fig. 3: Feature recombination for encoder

to the different starting time of observation, as shown in Figure
3.

As shown in Figure 3, the time series data is divided
into n samples (called S1 to SN) according to the different
window start times with a same interval, and the corresponding
features (F1 to FK) of each sample are derived through the
time window feature extraction method proposed in this paper.
Finally, the one-dimensional time series data are transformed
into a group of samples with the same label and the same
feature dimension. After feature recombination, the meter
recorded data are converted into a set of two-dimensional
data, and each row of the data is taken as sample data of the
meter recording. At the same time, the recombination feature
is standardized to be used as the input of the feature encoders
by the standardizing equation (3).

3) Unsupervised MLHN and anomaly detection: An un-
supervised MLHN model is used to detect abnormal data in
meter readings, such as electricity stealing data. The features
of these abnormal data are not in line with the periodic law
of normal electricity consumption data, and the abnormal data
can cause sudden fluctuations of meter readings. Accordingly,
the unsupervised MLHN uses the autoencoder as the last layer
and several feedforward networks as the first layer of the input
model. The evaluation standard of the network model is the
difference in RMSE, which is determined from the output of
the autoencoder through a number of similar samples. Through
the cyclic training of the input data, the RMSE iteratively
converges, and finally, a stable RMSE value is obtained by
training a large number of raw data. Then the model is used
to detect the abnormal data that falls outside the threshold
range of RMSE after passing through the network.

The whole network structure is shown in Figure 4. The
input data is the feature of each sample obtained by feature
recombination. Then, according to the relationship between
features, such as a single window feature and an inter-window
feature, different features are input into a group of parallel
feedforward networks to better understand the potential con-
nections between them. Finally, the output of each feedforward
network is aggregated as the input of an autoencoder for
unsupervised learning, and the RMSE interval is obtained.

The training process of the unsupervised MLHN model is
a self-iterative process, and the RMSE between each training
result and input data itself is calculated. This model can make
the same type of input data iteratively converge to a stable
RMSE value, and the RMSE of the abnormal data after passing
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Fig. 4: Unsupervised MLHN structure

through the network will be much larger than that of the
normal data. It is easy to find that the unsupervised model
needs a large number of correct samples to train the model,
and then it can be used for detection. Once an abnormal value
is detected in the unsupervised MLHN, the starting time of
the window corresponding to this set of data can be obtained,
and the statistical characteristics of the windows with different
sizes can also be obtained. By comparing the characteristics
of data in different windows, it observes which window
the differentiated data locate, and then the time interval of
abnormal data can be found.

4) Supervised MLHN and classification: The purpose of
an unsupervised multilayer network is to detect abnormal
information in single meter recording, while the supervised
multilayer network is designed to identify different meter data
and distinguish deceptive data. In general, although there are
few differences between fraud information and normal data,
some work can differentiate the artificial and normal data. The
last layer of a supervised multilayer network is a feedforward
network, which takes the cross-entropy loss between the output
value of training samples and the real label of samples as the
feedback data to train the network model. The cross-entropy
loss is given as

L =

n∑
i=1

y(i)logŷ(i) + (1− y(i)log(1− ŷ(i))). (4)

To summarize the feature and highlight part of the fea-
ture, the supervised MLHN also uses multiple feedforward
networks to induce the features in the first layer. Classification
and induction can be accomplished in two ways: one is
to transmit and aggregate the features of each window and
the associated features between windows through multiple
feedforward network; the other is to transmit and aggregate
the features of each window and the associated features of
this window with other windows through multiple feedforward
networks. Only the mapping method from the feature to the
first combined layer is different between the two methods. At
the same time, the same feature can be repeatedly forwarded
into different feedforward networks in the first combined layer
to better analyze the intrinsic relationship between features.
Such an MLHN structure can better summarize the relations
among the features, accelerate the operation speed of the
neural network, and better train and classify (as shown in

Fig. 5: Supervised MLHN structure

Figure 5). MLHN can also flexibly adjust the hierarchical
structure to adapt to different tasks.

The number of input nodes of each feedforward network in
the first layer of the supervised multilayer neural network is
determined by the relevant input features, while the number
of output nodes is determined by the importance ratio of
these features. This means that the larger the proportion
of output nodes to the final layer of MLHN, the more
important this group of features is. It is obvious that the
statistical characteristics of a single window account for a large
proportion in distinguishing multiple meter readings. When
distinguishing the abnormal readings of the same meter, the
relation among the windows should take a larger proportion.
To eliminate the outliers of the data itself in the training
process, the autoencoder can be used to denoise the features
in the first layer of MLHN, and then the feedforward networks
can be combined in the next layer. The free combination of
the autoencoder and the feedforward network can construct
different MLHN models. These models can give full play to
the ability of the autoencoder to stabilize the distance between
the input and the output and the ability of the feedforward
network to summarize the features.

5) Complexity analysis: MLHN is composed of multiple
feedforward networks and autoencoders. A hierarchical net-
work is faster than a single network, such as MLP. For a single
feedforward network, it is assumed that the number of neurons
in the input layer is n (same as the characteristic dimension
of the input sample), the number of neurons in the hidden
layer is x times that of the input layer, and the number of
neuron nodes in the output layer is m (same as the number
of categories of the sample). Then the time complexity of one
sample is O(n ∗ x ∗ n + x ∗ n ∗ m). The larger the x, the
stronger the learning ability of the network, but the higher the
complexity; thus, a general x value is 2 to 3 times of n, and
the final complexity is O(n2 + n ∗m).

When using the hierarchical structure, the input features
are divided into p groups, and each group is input into a
feedforward network. The complexity of each feedforward
network is O((np )

2 + n
p ∗ q), where q is the number of

output elements of each neural network. Then the output of
each network is aggregated as the input of a new network
whose time complexity is O(pq ∗ pq+ pq ∗m). Generally, the
number of networks p and the type of samples m are small
constants, so the time complexity of the hierarchical network
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Fig. 6: Overall framework of the proposed model

is O(q2+ q). The time complexity of one hierarchical layer is
O(n2+n∗q+q2+q). With the increase of the number of layers,
the final time complexity is O(n2+n∗q+

∑k
i=1(q

2
i+qi∗qi+1+

q2i+1+qi+1)). Since the number of neurons in the output layer
of each feedforward and autoencoder is less than or equal to
the number of neurons in the input layer, so p ∗ q ≤ n and
qi+1 ≤ qi. Moreover, the number of layers k used in MLHN
is also constant, so the worst-case time complexity of MLHN
is the same as that of the single feedforward network, which
is O(n2).

To sum up, to fully explore the electricity data of the
household appliances, the feature extraction method is first
used for the preprocessed data, which takes advantage of
the combination of the time domain and frequency domain
features. The time window is used to analyze the time series
data, and the statistical characteristics in a single window and
the differences between multiple windows are obtained. Then,
combined with the statistical characteristics above and the
labels of the household electrical meter, the sampled data for
the NN model are constructed. Second, through this set of
data, the automatic encoder and RMSE values are combined
to conduct unsupervised clustering training on the training set
data so that the network model can produce RMSE values that
are significantly different from normal data to abnormal data.
Third, the MLHN is constructed using the feature induction
ability of the feedback network for the input data, which
is used to induce the input feature data again. Then, the
potential relations between the features of two single windows
and among different windows can be found to improve the
recognition accuracy of the network models for different
electrical appliance data so that the model can distinguish
normal meter data and fraud or other abnormal data. Finally,

the accuracy, recall rate, and confusion matrix are used to
evaluate the classification effect of the model, and it is able
to find which house appliance may have electricity-related
problems. The proposed method can be explicitly described
in the framework shown in Figure 6.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

To evaluate the presented scheme, the experiments are
conducted on a realistic electricity consumption dataset from
[18], containing several weeks of power data for six different
homes and high-frequency current/voltage data for the main
power supply of two of these homes. The so-called Redd data
set records the readings per second of each meter and the
total readings of all meters in six rooms. The readings per
second of these meters are separately recorded in their own
files so that different readings can be easily marked. Here,
energy consumption data collected in Room1 is used, which
includes two site meters and several electrical appliances. Each
electrical appliance and its corresponding label are shown in
the Table II, in which “membership” means that the equipment
is subordinate to other electrical appliances. For example, the
data of the meter (label 1) contains all the appliance data with
membership value of 1.

The sizes of the groups of time windows that have been
used in this paper are shown in Table III, and the features of
the meter readings are counted by these windows. In addition,
the groups of moving steps of these windows are also set as
shown in Table III. As shown in Table I, each single window
has four statistic features, and the number of features between
a pair of windows is four. Then, according to the window size
in Table III, 24 features (6 ∗ 4) can be obtained. With each
move step, six new windows and five windows pairs (the first
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name site meter site meter electric oven electric oven fridge dishwasher sockets sockets light washer dryer
label 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

membership 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
name microwave unknown electric space heater electric stove sockets sockets light light unknown microwave
label 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

membership 1 1 1 1 3 4 2 3 2 1

TABLE II: The electrical appliances and their corresponding Redd labels

name values
autoencoder (322,160,322)

Unsupervised MLHN {(168,320,80),(154,320,80)},{(160,80,160)}
feedforward network (322,600,20)
supervised MLHN {(168,320,80),(154,320,80)},{(160,320,20)}

window size {1,30,60,480,720,1440}minutes
move steps {1,5,15,30,60,720,1440}minutes

TABLE III: The main parameters in the experiment

window acts as a unit window, and its inter window features
are not needed) between the corresponding windows will be
generated. Then, according to the move steps in Table III, 308
features (7∗(6∗4+5∗4)) are obtained. Finally, a set of sample
data with dimension 323 (24+308+1, where 1 means label)
can be obtained by setting the start time of the window with
1 minute intervals and is standardized by (3). This work can
also be compared with [19] and [23] to verify the advantages
of the presented feature extraction method and MLHN .

A. Unsupervised anomaly detection

First, the data obtained from a single meter are used for
training and predicting through the unsupervised MLHN.
Here, the data from the site meter (label 1) are selected. The
ratio of the training set to test set is set at 7 : 3.

1) Autoencoder: When no correlation between the data fea-
tures is observed, the MLHN formed by a single autoencoder
can be used for training. In this experiment, the input layer
has 322 neurons, a hidden layer has 160 neurons, and the
output layer has the same number of neurons as the input
layer. The numbers of neurons in the experiment are shown in
Table III, where “(a, b, c)” represents the number of neurons
in the input, hidden, and output layers, respectively. The “{}”
represents multiple sub network modules in parallel. Finally,
sigmoid is used as the activation function in the experiment.

In addition, the weight matrix between the hidden layer and
the output layer of the autoencoder uses the same transposition
of the weight matrix between the input layer and the hidden
layer, which can accelerate the training speed of the training
process. During the training process, the RMSE between the
output and the input is continuously calculated and recorded.
According to the theoretical analysis in the previous section,
after training with a single meter data, a stable RMSE with
a threshold range can be obtained. Then, after the abnormal
data are input into the network, the RMSE value will exceed
the threshold. Then, the abnormal electricity data in a single
meter can be distinguished. The specific experimental results
are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7a shows that with the increase of training times, the
RMSE value becomes stable after approximately 1000 training
times. It shows that the data features of a single meter can

(a) RMSE change of single autoencoder

(b) Training and detection results of single autoencoder

Fig. 7: RMSE change of single autoencoder and detection
effect

be stable at a specific RMSE value through the autoencoder
network. After that, the RMSE value and a threshold value
of 0.5 are used to detect the test data, and the results are
shown in Figure 7b. As long as the RMSE value of the test
data is within the range of 1.45±0.5, it is regarded as normal
data. If it exceeds the range, it is possibly abnormal electricity
consumption data. In Figure 7b, it can be seen that the meter
data are in normal periodic fluctuation in most cases, and the
RMSE value obtained is within the reasonable range of 1.45±
0.5.

When dense data are higher than the normal cycle, the
RMSE value will increase, as shown in the red dot in the
figure. This shows that during the abnormal RMSE period,
the use of high-power electrical appliances suddenly appeared
in the electrical appliances monitored by the site meter (label
1). By comparing the electric oven data (label 3), the abnormal
RMSE period is similar with the use time of the electric oven.
It can be observed that the autoencoder network can detect a
group of data with small continuous changes or values with
large fluctuations. However, it is not sensitive to abnormal
electricity data with a short duration and smaller changes.
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2) Unsupervised MLHN: There are 322 neurons in the
input layer of a single autoencoder network, and there is no
connection between the input features. To solve this problem,
an unsupervised multilayer neural network model is used.
First, the featured data is input into different feedforward
networks according to the relationship between the features,
and then the results of each feedforward network are input into
an autoencoder in the last layer. Because the correlation of
features in a single window can better represent the electricity
consumption data, the corresponding features between differ-
ent windows can represent the difference of the electricity data
in different intervals. Therefore, the data representing a single
window in the eigenvector and the relationship data between
different windows are input into two feedforward networks,
respectively. Then the results of the two feedforward networks
are used as the input of the autoencoder to construct the
multilayer hierarchical network. After training and forecasting
the electricity data through the model, the detection effect is
basically consistent with the model using a single autoencoder,
with a faster training speed.

B. Supervised classification

For the data from different meters, it is necessary to
distinguish different data types to identify the data sources.
It is also aimed at finding the forged information in the data
and classifying the forged data that does not belong to the
meter. The electricity data of 20 meters are selected for feature
extraction in this experiment. At the same time, the training
and testing are conducted with the ratio of the training set and
a test set of 8 : 2.

1) Feedforward network: Similar to the experiment on
unsupervised multilayer hierarchical networks, a single feed-
forward network is used to construct the network firstly. The
number of input neurons of the network is 322, the number of
neurons in the middle layer is 600, and the number of neurons
in the output layer is set to 20 according to the number of data
categories. The experimental results are shown in Figure 8.

It can be seen from Figure 8a that the value of loss
decreases with the increase of training times, which proves
that the training process converges. The training accuracy rate
is also increased to more than 80% with the training times.
Meanwhile, using the trained model to predict and verify the
test set, the classification results of 20 kinds of data and the
average ROC chart are shown in Figure 8b. It can be observed
that a high level of consistency is achieved.

The classification results of each category are shown in
Table IV, and the confusion matrix of the prediction test
set is shown in Figure 9. Most of the meter types can be
accurately predicted, and the recall rate and accuracy rate of
each meter data are both high. However, the accuracy level of
meter numbers 3, 4, 15, 16, 19, and 20 are only about 50%,
and their recall rate is poor. Note that meters 15 and 16 are
sub-devices of meters 3 and 4, respectively. From the results,
it can be found that the feature extraction method and single
feedforward network can achieve more accurate classification.
Therefore, it is difficult to identify the data for the electric
oven (3, 4) and its socket (15, 16), the microwave (20), and

(a) Changes of loss and accuracy during training

(b) Average ROC curve of 20 classification

Fig. 8: Training process and prediction effect of single feed-
forward network

class precision recall f1-score support
1 0.90242 0.99901 0.94826 1009
2 0.87683 1.00000 0.93437 413
3 0.56579 0.51190 0.53750 420
4 0.54591 0.47414 0.50750 464
5 0.81720 0.99346 0.89676 459
6 0.95367 0.59518 0.73294 415
7 0.75086 0.99772 0.85686 438
8 0.87683 1.00000 0.93437 420
9 0.75698 1.00000 0.86168 461

10 0.57428 0.74941 0.65026 423
11 0.80712 0.99538 0.89142 433
12 0.66423 0.79825 0.72510 456
13 0.81136 1.00000 0.89586 400
14 0.77593 0.82379 0.79915 454
15 0.94215 0.49891 0.65236 457
16 0.87698 0.51276 0.64714 431
17 0.96407 0.71875 0.82353 448
18 0.85822 1.00000 0.92370 454
19 0.95475 0.48394 0.64231 436
20 0.77003 0.49552 0.60300 446

TABLE IV: Prediction results of 20 kinds of electricity meter
data under single feedforward network

the unknown equipment (19). Even the recognition preparation
rates of the dish washer (6), the washer dryer (10), and the
light (17) are less than 80%.

2) Supervised MLHN: To improve the classification accu-
racy, the multiple feedforward networks are also set as the
first layer of MLHN to give priority to the grouping induction
of features. First, 168 eigenvalues about the single window
feature are taken as the input of the first feedforward network,
and then the other correlation data between windows are used
as the input of the second feedforward network. The output
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Fig. 9: Confusion matrix of single feedforward network

neurons of the two feedforward networks are set to 80. Then,
the output of the two encoders are taken as the input of the
last feedforward network, and the number of output neurons
in the last layer of MLHN is set to 20. Each of the three
feedforward encoders has one hidden layer, and the number
of neurons of the hidden layer is 320. The same training data
and test data with the single feedforward network are used.
The training results are shown in Figure 10.

Compared to the result achieved by using a single feed-
forward network in Figure 8, it can be seen from the figure
that under the same training times, the changes of the loss
value (loss) and accuracy rate (acc) in the training process
are smoother and the convergence speed of the loss is faster.
At the same time, the training accuracy of the supervised
MLHN can reach more than 90%. The average accuracy of the
20 classifications is better. After many repeated experiments,
the average prediction accuracy of the supervised MLHN is
0.891340, the average prediction accuracy is 0.895282, the
average recall rate is 0.891340, the average micro value of F1
is 0.891340, the average macro value of F1 is 0.876949, and
the average kappa coefficient is 0.884887, which is consistent
with the prediction. To see the classification result of each
category in the classification process more intuitively, the
confusion matrix of 20 categories is drawn in Figure 11.

From the confusion matrix, it can be seen that the data
recognition accuracy levels of meter numbers 3 and 15 are
poor, and the accuracy levels of the other meters are higher.
Meters 15 is a sub-devices of meters 3. By using the MLHN,
the classification accuracy can be improved. Even the recog-
nition preparation rate of the electric oven (4) and its sockets
(16) is more than 80%. The speed of training and the speed of
loss convergence are faster than that of a single feedforward
network.

(a) Loss and accuracy in training process

(b) Average ROC chart of classification results

Fig. 10: Training process and prediction results of supervised
MLHN

Fig. 11: Confusion matrix of supervised MLHN

To further verify the advantages of the MLHN, the data for
meters 3 and 15, which have the worst recognition accuracy,
are selected for the binary classification with MLHN. The
ROC curve, the PR curve, and the confusion matrix are shown
in Figure 12 and the accuracy of the MLHN for two of these
tasks can reach up to 98%. Therefore, the feature extraction
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(a) Average ROC chart of binary classification

(b) Average PR chart of binary classification

(c) Confusion matrix of binary classification

Fig. 12: Binary classification result of supervised MLHN

method and the MLHN can accurately distinguish the data
from different meters.

C. Comparative experiment

To further demonstrate the advantages of the proposed
model, a number of comparative experiments are shown here.
For comparison purpose, in the comparative experiment, the
raw data are used in the CNN proposed in [19] to further detect
the abnormal data, and the MLHN is used for classification
training for comparison. Then the data obtained by the feature
extraction algorithm is used as input, and the CNN and the
SVM are used for classification training. First, the training
process with 20 meter readings and the CNN is shown in
Figure 13.

It can be seen that when using raw data for training, the
convergence process is slower than that using the extracted
feature. Under the same training times, the training accuracy
of the raw data is also lower than that of the extracted feature.
The average accuracy of the model trained with the raw data

(a) Training process with original data

(b) Training process with extracted features

Fig. 13: Training process of original data and extracted fea-
tures in CNN

Fig. 14: Training result of original data in MLHN

is finally about 68.9547%, while the average accuracy of the
model using extracted features is 83.2951%. In addition, it
can be seen from Figure 14 that when using the raw data and
the same MLHN, the loss still fails to converge after 3000
times of training, and the training accuracy fluctuates around
20%. This proves that the periodicity and the correlation
characteristics of the original data cannot be directly observed
by the feedforward network and that some preprocessing is
needed. Therefore, it is impossible to use raw data and the
MLHN for classification training.

Moreover, the proposed scheme is also compared with
the SVM method to see the accuracy improvement for data
classification. From Figure 15, it can be seen that the accuracy
of binary classification results under the SVM is lower than
that under the MLHN. It is easy to find that the accuracy of
data classification for meter number 3 is quite low, which also
proves the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
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(a) Average ROC chart of binary classification

(b) Average PR chart of binary classification

(c) Confusion matrix of binary classification

Fig. 15: Binary classification result of SVM

V. CONCLUSION

With the popularity of household smart meters and elec-
tricity monitoring sensors, a large amount of data can be
obtained to analyze household electricity usage so as to better
diagnose the leakage and theft behaviors, identify man-made
tampering and data fraud, and detect the powerline loss. In
this paper, the time window method is first proposed to obtain
the features and potential periodicity of household electricity
data. Combining the denoising ability of the autoencoder and
the induction ability of the feedforward neural network, a
multilayer hierarchical network is then established to detect
anomalies in a single meter data and classify multiple groups
of meter data, respectively. Through extensive experiments, it
is found that the accuracy of detecting abnormal data and data
classification can be significantly improved with the presented
scheme. In the future, we will leverage the machine learning-
based method to further develop the abilities to detect faults in
household appliances, estimate household energy prices, and
warn consumers about household energy waste or theft.
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